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Judge, Court Find
Buchanon Guilty

Friday, July 8, 1966

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Education Advanced

Ford Foundation
Announces Grant

NEW YORK (CPS)-In what
(Continued from Page 1)
it
termed a major effort to adprotects the right of a newspaper- vance
the quality of higher educanw.n to guard the identity of his tion in the South, the Ford Founsources, and brushed aside her dation this week announced
..:onunon law defense. (New Mex- grants totalling $33.5 million to
~co also doesn't provide for statueight Southern institutions.
·
tory protection of a news source.)
Since the grants require the
The judge heard the case withto raise matching
out a jury, as provided in Oregon institution
funds, the total amount generated
.statutes on contempt.
be more than $160 million.
Miss Buchanan had said earlier will
The l'eceipients are three unishe would appeal if found guilty, versities-Duke, Emory, and Vantut after the decision, her attor- derbilt-and five liberal arts in!;t•y said he was uncertain as to stitutions - Birmingham-Southy:hether they have enough money ern, Furman, Hendrix, Millsaps,
·~.o finance an appeal to the Oreand Randolph-Macon Woman's
;:;on Supreme Court.
District Attorney William Frye, College.
All of the institutions are still
who ol'iginally subpoenaed Miss predominantly white, but none are
Buchanan and pushed for the con- segregated and all have met the
tempt conviction, said, the coed foundation's absolute requirement
could go throl.!gh the whole thing
that segregation must be abanll'!;ain if she is again called as a
doned.
eight institutions,
witness and stillrefl.!ses to reveal moreover,The
are considered among
t!1e names of the students. Frye
the South's most liberal, not only
~oaid he had not decided whether
educationally but in racial poli2o recall the girl or not.
cies.
Frye was asked about a speech
The grants are the latest in a
L~ gave last year to a university
series Imown as the Special Pro:,:.m·nalis class in which he en- gram in Education-matching
.;rau·aged student journalists not
funds that selected private unitG "break any confidence."
versities and colleges may use
Frye, who studied journalism for
whatever purposes will end the University of Oregon and
hance their academic programs,
was an editor of the Daily Emer- such as faculty salaries, fellowald, said he had not advised the ships, curriculum development,
students to refuse to answer when
buildings.
ordered to do so by a court but and
Under the program, Duke
that he had meant they should University at Durham, N.C., will
protect sources such as holders of get $8 million and will raise $32
public office.
He said he saw no comparison million in matching funds; Emory
between his advice to the class University at Atlanta will get $6
and the situation of Miss Bucha- million on the promise of. $24 million in matching funds; Vandernan.
bilt at Nashville, Tenn., will get
$11 million and will raise $44 million; Birmingham-Southern at
Birmingham, Ala., will get $2 million and will raise $5 million; FurQ-I served in the U.S. Army man in Greenville, S.C., $2 for $6
from February 13, 1947, until I · million in matching funds; Henwas discharged honorably in July drix College in Conway, Ark., $1.5
of 1948 at the end of my enlist- million for $3.75 million in matchment period. I would like to know ing funds; Millsaps in Jackson,
if I am considered a veteran of Miss., $1.5 million for $3.75 million in matching funds; and RanWorld War II?
dolph-Macon in Lynchburg, Va.,
A-The term "World War II" $1.5 million for $3.75 million in
means the period from December matching funds.
7, 1941 to December 31, 1946.
Under the same program, three
Q-I am an elderly World War institutions outside the SouthII veteran. I would like to make DePauw University in Greencastle, Ind., Dickinson College in
arrangements to be buried in a
national cemetery when I die. To Carlisle, Pa., and the University
of Redlands . in California-will
whom do I apply?
A-Application for burial in a each receive $2 million on a 3-to-1
national cemetery cannot be ac- matching basis.
As Ford announced this procepted in advance of death. Upon
gram
it disclosed that it conthe veteran's death, a survivor
should apply immediately to the sidered its support of private
superintendent of tl;le national liberal arts colleges in the South
cemetery where burial is desired. as now nearing its end. The emThe VA can furnish information phasis in future grants, a spokesand assist the survivor with the man said, will be on privatelysupported, predominantly Negro
application.
colleges.
Q-My father died as a :result
However, the support of major
of service-connected disabilities in universities in the South, as opWorld War II, making me elig- posed to liberal arts colleges, will
ible for schooling under the War be continued.
Orphans Educational Assistance
The special program of the
Act. May I pursue this education foundation has included a handat the U.S. Military Academy?
ful of Southern schools in the
A-No, not under the War past. In addition, the Ford FounOrphans Act. However, since your dation has given a total of $19
father's death resulted from a ser- million to Negro higher education,
vice-connected disability you can with $6 million going to the Neapply to the President for special gro College Fund and $13 million
appointment to the Academy. The to 13 predominalety Negro colCongress provided for President- leges.
ial appointment for additional
"From its beginnings six years
cadets or mid-shipmen to the U.S. ago, the special program has
Military Academy, the U.S. Naval sought to help build centers of
Academy, or the U.S. Air Force educational excellence in all parts
Academy for those sons of service- of the country," said McGeorge
men who were killed in, or died Bundy, president of the foundalater as a result of disabilities in- tion.
curred in service in W01·ld War
He added, "These grants repI, World War II, and the Korean resent a major effort to help priConflict. Your selection will be in vate institutions in the South to
order of merit among other War more fully attain parity of educaOrphan applicants as established · tional quality with leading instituby a competitive mental examina- tions in other regions.''
tion and a physical examination.
Q-I receive disability compen•
sation payments from the Veterans Administration. Will the
Today's TGIF dance has been
VA at my request take my Gov- cancelled due to a lack of faciliernment Life Insurance premiums ties, A dance will be scheduled for
out of the monthly check I get. I£ next week and the date, time, and
they will do this, I am less likely place will be posted on the bulletin board in the Student Union.
to forget to pay my insurance.
A-·Premiums on a Government
Nothing is so galling to a -peoLife Insurance policy may be de· ple, not broken in from birth, as
ducted from either compensation a paternal or, in othel' words, a
meddling government, a govel'n·
or pension payments. Contact any ment which tells them what to
VA office and ask for VA Form ·read and say and eat and drink
and wear.-Macaulay
29·888.

Veteran Information

Tutoring Is Begun
At Local Schools·

Listen to KNMD

C. WOODROW WILSON (Owner)

MENS & LADIES TOILETRIES
Week days 8 a.m. to 9,p,m.
Sundays 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. & 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Open most Holidays

255-5581

free Delivery

HEKRYSDR.IVE·IN
r . - - -- - -- - - -- --- .. - - --l
100% PURE BEEF HAMBliRGER ...,........... :... 15¢
.
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WANT ADS

I

I

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 66c-4 times, $2.00.. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building. Phone 2.77-4002 or 277-4102.
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SOMETHING NEW ADDED
TO HENRY'S MENU!

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

Bring in this coupon
for 79¢ CHICKEN DINNER

I
I

with free 10¢ Coke

I

Offer good Friday, Saturday, Sunday
July 8-10

I

L---·--------------- J

~-~
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Just Dial 243-2322 for Fast Service and
High-QualifY. Food at Low, Low .pfiq!S

Across the street
from the campus
1916. Central SE
II a.m •.,...-11 p.m.

BEFORE SAILING FORTH

'

~vi

If you drive a car to UNM
each day for school or work, the
chances are you ha':e rec~ived o~e
of over 8,000 parkmg tickets 1ssued by the campus polic;e department since December, 1965.
As the number of faculty, staff
and students increases each year,
the parking problem worsens and
the scramble for a parking space
becomes more hectic than ever.
Many of us complain about the
situation, but few really know
the facts concerning campus
parking, regulations, and the role
of the campus police in conjunction with campus parking.
Less Parll:ing
"Space is becoming less and
less," stated Jack Cairns, campus
police director, "due to more and
more construction on campus."
Cairns added that due to the fixed
size of the campus and the utilization of parking lots for expansion of buildings, the university is
going to a perimeter type parking system.
Cairns said, "the actual allocation of spaces is a proportional
thing.'' He stated that at the
present time there are about
1,030 faculty and staff spaces
as compared to almost twice as
many student parking spaces.
Cairns also added that the campus police do not allocate the
spaces but only make recommendation to the Campus Planning
Committee.
Regulations Not Read
Pamphlet containing the regulations for campus parking is
handed out with each parking
sticker issued, but according to
Cairns, few students or faculty
members bother to read it. One
student came to the police office
to contest n ticket received for
parking and upon being referred
to the regulations, admitted he
was in the wrong.
Many members of the university community seem to think that
the funds derived from parking
fines go to pay the police, Cairns
said. "The money from tickets
go to a campus parking fund for
improvement of campus parking
facilities," he said. Cairns added
that some of the money has gone
into a scholarship fund for students.
Tickets Appealed
For those receiving tickets,
appeals may be made to the Student Standards Committee which

Minton Elected
The New Mexico Alpha Chapter
of Phi Delta Theta has announced
its officers for the fall semester.
Those elected to serve this year
are: president, Tom Minton; vice
president, Bill Ross; secretary,
John Bannerman; treasurer, Art
Verardo; warden, Tom Scanlan;
historian, Dave Darden; chaplain,
Ed Bergin; alumni secretary, Rod
Jensen; chorister, Phil Krehbiel;
librarian, Dan Romet•o; steward,
Ron Dabney.

Stuffs of solid worth at smallest profit!
A largish selection of small things!
Good garments for the well-rounded
navigator of fashion!

Dance Is Cancelled

AT

irtuuuu's
IERRACE AT CENTRAL SE

·~

Cam pus ,9!,ice Kept Busy Dr.~ eyer
Iss~!~~ LAN:.rki "~.,. ~!t:~t~~~~..;. Says Recreation

3100 Central Avt!J. E. at Richmond

I

FOR RENT
FOUR room house across from College of
Engineering, Ideal for two •tudents.
$55.00 per month. See Mr. Bob Tayler
at Christio:n Student Center, 207 University N.E., 242-0450.
7/8, 15, 22, 29.
TRANSPORTATION
PARAPLEGIC needs ride lrom Universityto Central & Washington NE Mon.-Fri.,
3 p.m. Will
Cull Gini at 256-7790.

V,t.r

Schroeder-Wilson Pharmacy

(Continued from Page 1)
Tutoring at Ernie Pyle is done
on Tuesdays and Thursdays, from
7:30 to 9 a.m., 9:15 to 10:45 a.m.,
11 to 12:30 p.m. There are also
field trips from 1:30 to 3:30p.m.
on Wednesdays,
At .John Marshall the tutors
work from 1:30 to 3 ; 30 on Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
Thorson explained that the summer program will help those students going to summer school
make up deficiencies incuned during the school yea1·. These students often become stuck with the
stigma of being "flunkies" and
must face a dull summer of school
work. With the help of tutors this
load may become lightened and
more exciting.
Students also become heartened
by the fact tl1at someone cares
enougl1 to help them. This is the
immeasureable reward of the
program. The help these students
receive may help them to stay in
school, and school officials have
already noted improvements in
those students receiving tutoring.

FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
COOL, clean, absolutely private. Walking
distance UNM. $45. 242-9572.
PERSONALS
SANDALS-fuday's look • • • yesterday's
nostalgia • • • tomorrow's flair. That's
SAND and SUN Sandals on OLD TOWN
PLAZA, the "IN., Sandal Shop witlJ. you
in mind. Men's and ladies.. Sand and Sun,
201 Romero NW on historic Old Town
Plaza. Dial 243-7909. (8 ins,)
LADY wanll! girl or woman-good chara<>ter-to share SE 2 bedroom apt. Air

'

Is

stressedMore

during the l'egular semester. The
appeals must be made in writing
and a personal appearance before
the committee is required.
Another point of conflict in
By BOB STOREY
campus parldng is the utilization
Recreation should be included
of. spaces by visitors to the cam- along with health, education,
pus. Cairn? stated that the num- work, religion and welfare as the
her of visitol's each day is an uri- six essentials for human well bepredictable thing. "Our job where ing said Dr. Harold D. Meye1•,
campus visitors are concerned is Professor emeritus of the Unito make them feel welcome and versity of North Carolina.
try to keep the vehicles to a
Dr. Meyer, during his lecture
minimum," Ca:rns stated. He cit- entitled, "The Impact of Leisure
ed the use of buses for special on the American Society'' revealgroups instead of personal trans- ed the sweeping changes and reportation as one way of limiting sults rec1·eation and leisure are
off-campus vehicles.
having on America. Meyer adThose who do receive tickets dressed nearly 1,000 people durresort to trying to "talk their . ing his appearance as part of the
way out of it." Perhaps the most UNM Lecture Under the Stars
original excuse offered is the one series, according to Dr. Harold
given to one of the campus offi- 0. Ried, director of the series .
(Continued on Page 4)
Rise of Leisure
The rise of leisure in America
can be attributed to increases in
the sedentary professions, higher
incomes, a shorter work week,
and to a lesser extent an interest
in culture .stated Meyer. "In short
the key position of recreation in
society can be due to the rise
in the Standard of living in
America," Meyer said.
Meyer, who has held numerous
positions as director of recreational activities said that, "The
contemporary leisure mode is a
Unique partnership of scientific
research, engineering and mass
production. What has t•esulted
blossomed out in to a 52 billion
dollar plus business employing
millions of people, goods and services.
Free From Work
With the technological advances man bas become free from
Marcia Linn Crockett
work, and whereaa 'before the
4

UCoed Is finalist
In PKA Contest

A Lafayette, California co-ed
from UNM, has been selected as
one of the three finalists in the
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity National Dream Girl Contest.
Miss Marcia Linn Crockett, a
19-year-old sophomore beauty,
was chosen from a field of entries
submitted by the Fraternity's
chapters throughout the United
States. PKA has a total of 134
chapters at the nation's colleges
and universities.
Miss Crockett, along with Miss
Virginia Lee and Miss Linda
Purcell, both from Georgia State
College, Atlanta, Georgia, will be
flown to St. Louis to attend Pi
Kappa Alpha's 98th Anniversary
Convention, August 28-31, at the
Chase-Park Plaza Hotel. One of
the three finalists will be elected
by the delegates to reign as the
National Dream Girl for two
years.
Miss Crockett is the daughter of
M. C. Crockett, 1046 Sunnybrook,
Lafayette, California.

<conti':e~on;age >

Speech on London
BeglnS
• New week
William Gowan, Associate Director of the Lecture Department
of the National Audubon Society,
will launch next week's cultural
events at UNM when he speaks
in the "Lecture Under the Stars"
at 8 p.m., Monday, July 18, in
front of the Administration building.
Although he prefers not to reside in large cities, Mr" Gowan
has made studies of them - in
particular Londan and New York.
He hopes to do a study of Tokyo
soon.
London Is Topic
"London" will be the primary
concern of Mr. Gowan when he
lectures at UNM. He will present
a film series covering everything
from London's Picadilly Circus
to Harrow School of the University of London to the Billingsgate
(Continued on Page 4)

HOOTENANNY SINGERS: Liza Bell and Dan Dowling will be
two of the featured performers in next Thursday night's Sum~
mer Hootenanny Sing Out. Nine local folk groups have been
selected to perform at this event. There is no admission charge,
and the public is invited,
A

Peanut Mills

Junk Considered
Valuable by Some
Museum workers often comment
that "what is one man's junk, is
another man's proud possession."
In other words, value depends on
how much an item means to an
individual.
An example of how significant
a mundane household article can
be is illustrated by an advertisement used as reference in Prof.
J'. J'. Brady's class on museutn
tnanagement. He is eu.rator of

the Anthropology Museum.
It is a three column display ad
requesting peanut butter relics.
Eddie Deerfield of the American
Museum of Peanut Butter History
wants artifacts connected with
peanuts and peanut butter history
such a!! devices used in family
kitchens to make peanut butter
at the turn of the century.
He lists peanut mills, roasting
ovens, blanchers, wooden tubs,
woode.n paddles, books pamphlets
or anything connected with home
or country store processing or
packaging of peanuts and peanut
butter.
Deerfield does draw a line at
large industrial pieces.
Just in case anyone does have
some "nutty junk" tucked away,
Deerfield has a P.O. Box listed at
474 in Chicago.

About Baha'i
The Baha'i Student Association
welcomes the public to "Some
Answered Questions" about the
Baha'i Faith. The talk and discussion will be tonight at 7:45
in room 250-D of the Student
Union.

Stoff Is Offered
Half-Price Seats
Football season tickets are now
available for faculty and staff
members of UNM for the 1966
season,
AU faculty-staff personnel employed half-time or more and who
will continue as such through the
1966-67 school year a:re entitled
to purchase two season football
tickets at the reduced rate of
half price.

Tickets are regularly p1·icecl at
$17 between the 25 and 50 yard
lines and $13 between the 10 afid
25 yard lines. The athletic office
located in .Tohnson Gym, Room
104, Extension 2116, will allow
faculty-staff to come now, choose
their seats, and place them on
reserve until a later date.
The office has asked, however,
that these people appear in person in order to sign a receipt
for the rate paid. For more than
two season tickets, only the full
unaltered price will apply.

Catholicism Course
At Newman Center
An Inquiry .Class about the
:fundamentals of Catholic belief
opened at the Newman Cen~r,
1815 Las Lomas Rd., NE, Wed~
nesday at 7 p.m., with F:r. Dal
Madden, of the Center staff, as
instructor. Members of th~ University community are wl'lc.ome.
The teaching-and-discussi"n sessions are :for prospective converts,
Catholics seeking a refresher
course, as well as any other interested persons.

------

U Qpinion Poll Gives Reagan Large Win
· If the feelings of UNM students are any indication, California may have a Republican
governor as of November, In the
first of several polls to bl! conducted by the LOBO, UNM students predicted ( 43 to 18) that
Ronald Reagan would defeat Gov.
Edmund Brown in the fall elections.
A sophomore in electrical engineering voted both yes and
no. A ltepublican victory was predicted "if the people think before they vote and do vote." Defeat was his guess "if the people
vote according to reasoning other
than the results of mcaminings.''
Definition Questioned
One student legitimately asked,
1'What is your definition of "Re·
publican Victory?" Good question.
Reasons given for a ltepublican

victory in California's governor's "Brown's administration needs to
race ranged from the Vietnam is- be ousted after three terms.
sue to Reagan's public appeal,
Still another history major felt
A g-raduate student in second-.,. that "California's history of con•
ary education felt a Republican 11ervatism and the resurgence of
victory was imminent "because the: Republican party" were still
they elected Murphy, I believe eno1,1gh to insure victory.
Califoranians like glamour figA" junior in business adminisures as politicians.''
trati'on felt that young blood was
An ex-Californian who said he the ;answer. "California will be
felt the state had gone "coo-coo'' voting for young blood. In Ronsaid yes, to neagan and thought- ald Reagan they have their man.
fully suggested running Kim No- Jte: will gain the vote of the
Yak for attorney gcp4t:al~ , He. f,yoi.tnger voters because the trend
even supplied "A printable.. Jqke" ,. ··is to voting for a young, good•
-to wit, Jack Warner was asked looking and athletic type individto comment on Reagan for gov- ual.''
ernor. Said he, "No, Jimmy SteWatts Cited
wart for governor; Ronald Rea"Watts, Berkeley and the idea
gan for his best friend.''
that it's time for a change will
History Dominates Yes Vote
result in the election of Ronald
A greater number of history Reagan,'' wrote a graduate stumajors voted yes than any other dent of Spanish.
An economics~ mnJor i!mlti tta•
single group. One felt that
.~

· -: .:;;;-;;;s

nrc httilt

(ConttnUCUIJII rugu "I

publicans could expect victory as ·
"people are waking up to the fact
they aren't getting something for
nothing, as the current administration implies.''
An English teacher wrote, "It
seems that Reagan :..vm pick up
Yorty's votes, which will be
enough to defeat Brown.''
Other reasons were short and
sweet. "New life," wrote one student. "Public image," suggested
a second, And simply, "A better
candidate;'' said a third,
Negative V11tes Given
Students who felt a Republican defeat was the most likely
situation gave reasons ranging
from Reagan's profession t(} pre•
dictions of a Democratic rally.
A junior majoring in electrical engineering wrote, "I do not
fool the people of California want
an actor :£or governor.

A graduate student in math
said simply, "Brown is a l·ctter
politician.''
"The moral decay of A;·: ?rica
has gone too far. I am afr: ; : the
American people will not ;:;1turh
to our original views of individuality and responsible g'<Wernment,'' expressed a junior majoring in anthropology, as he indicated a Republican defeat.
It was the feeling of a senior
in government and history that
"Reagan's better public image
has been overstressed. Democrats
in California are not discontented
enough to vote Republican, and
Democrats are still in the majority.''
Some Gains Seen
A freshman felt that the Republicans would make some gains
in the fall, but that they didn't
(Continued on Page 4)
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JOSEPH WHO?

Friday, July 15, 1966

Dear Editor:
Fm· one who writes with definite
pretentwns
·
of bemg
'
a " rea I'1st"
your editorial of July 1, displays
1·emarkable naivete. Your castigation of Lindsay for apparently
engaging in a "little pre-season
campaigning" is a prime example.
The current population of New
York City is estimated to be between 25-40 percent Jewish. A
warm Lindsay gl·eeting of King
Faisal could have quite conceivably turned into a major campaign issue in the future. Whether
a l'egistered Republican or not,
would you, for the sake of New
Yo1•k City and the Republican
party, look timidly on the eclipse
of Lindsay's career? You quite
correctly point out that Lindsay's
snub will in no way change the
King's outlook toward the Jews,
but do not believe that it in any
way follows that the gesture was
thel'efore meaningless and inappropriate.

mistake of post wwrr u.s. f?reign policy it would be the pohcy
of doing exactly as you advoc~te,
embracing any government whJCh
declares itself to be anti-communist. Is there any questio~ that
the u.s. substantially contr1but7d
to the Communist take-over m
Cuba through our years of support of Batista? The mistake h~s
been repeated all over Latm
America and to a large degree,
throughout the world, with the exception of the Kennedy era: The
practicaleffect of such a pohcy of
embracing any and all "anti-communist" governments has been t~e
addication of any U.S. leadership
in a world in the throe of a great
social upheaval. By the support
of reactionary regimes we have
left the peoples of the world
yearning for reform no alternative but that of comnmnism. Your
statement that "it seems obvious
that Saudi Arabia is the kind of
ally the U.S. needs" is, unfortu·
nately, typical of cold war mentality at its very worst.

Draws . l20 . Students

' applicability 'Of the' domino theory
both there jlnd, I believe, in the
SE Asia. When Nassar came to
PO\Y!!r ,in, the, mid-1950's the cry
went up .the dyke was broken,
that the enth·e Middle East would
now tu1•n communist, Quite obviously it has not. Where are your
falling dominoes? Of course, we
must look farther, why haven't
the dominoes fallen? Is it because
of the bulwark the U.S. has established against the spread of Nas·
saristic socialism?

By TIM HUNTER
Republicans from the state of
New Mexico, and nearby states,
met in Albuquerque over the
weekend at the University to attend a Party "retreat."
The retreat, sponsored by the
Young Republican Association of
New Mexico, drew about 120 students who heard political experts
from western states discuss problems and solutions to problems
which face Republicans.
Charles Goodspeed discussed
precinct politics with one group
of students.
When Goodspeed got to the

questions of "liberal" Republicans and "conservatice" Republicans and "conservative" Republisupport "any Republican candidate who was nominated" by his
party.
Precinct Stressed
cans, Goodspeed said he would
rector of the Republican Party
in Los Angeles County. He emphasized the importance of the precinct as a political unit describing it as "all important" to the
success or failure of Republican
candidates for office,
Other speakers discussed the
value of co-ordination of party
workers within the county political unit. One speaker, from Idaho, said that the Idaho Republican party was based almost wholly on the efforts of its lower level workers, block workers, and
division workers and owed its re. cent electoral successes to these
people.
Idaho Successful
WASHINGTON (CPS),- A
In the 1964 election Idaho sent
group operating here has termed to Congres~:~ the only Republican
itself a government research or.. from a northern state who had deganization, but its main activity feated a Democrat incumbent.
has been the sending out of inSignificantly, the larger pollformation opposing the National tical organizations, such as the
Student Association.
state and national committees
The group, American Institute were given short shrift by Repubof Governmental Research, Inc., Iican speakers. These groups
was incorporated in January, were described as having little
1966, in the District of Columbia, relation to political victory.
and its five directors are also
Candidates Deprecated
listed among the initial directors
Candidates were also deprecated
of the Young Americans for Free- by some speakers. One Republidom.
can official from California said
The YAF has long opposed that the candidate "was of minor
NSA and has worked to persuade importance" when compared the
student governments across the importance of the precinct workcountry to disaffiliate with NSA er. The candidate "should keep
or not to renew their affiliations.
out of the business of running
Tom Charles Huston, an In- campaigns and let his profesdiana University law student and sional managers run his election"
YAF president, is also chairman said one Republican. Candidates
of the AIGR.
were described as not being "obRandall C. Teague, AIGR di- jective" about campaign probrector, said the group "conducts lems in their constituencies.
research into government activ"A · candidate is more apt to
ities and government-sponsored pick his worst photo and use it
programs."
.' . ..
in ,c;ampaigns than his bt;st. S~ch
Teague said the AIGR had done a thing can ruin a candidate •
Many other technical points
"extensive research" on NSA
largely through its "publications were .discussed, having to do with
.
..
county~state liason problems and
and actions.''
Teague sent a letter May 9 on the . co~ol;'dination of efforts by
AIGR stationery urging the Uni- neighboring counties in the provarsity of .Maryland Student curement of supplies.
Fund Raising Debated
Government Ass~!)iation not to
rejoin NSA. In the letter, Teague
]i'inancial questions elicited the
said "AIGR's research" had found most response from students as
no "objective merit in any student -the various fund raising methods
organization favorably acting were ,discussed. Speakers alterupon any proposal to join or re-. _nately praised and attacked the
join NSA.''
"$1QO-a-plate" method of raising
Teague said the reason ·the money. One speaker said it was a
YAF members were also the for- useful way of gaining large
mel's of the AIGR is that they . amounts of working money while
had "mutual interests and JPUtual another .attacked it .as "involvfriendships,"
and'_, th,eref~~e.... ingJ;9C!.J.llUch o:verhead.''
founded the AIGR. ·
.·• ..
T.h~_"pledg~ !JYStem" was ~een
Reed Martin an NSA executive by -some to be the most efficient
assistant' · has questioned thq and consistent . way of raising
AIGR's ~bjectivity . l;lnd ~III,ld i~ . =m:.:o::n::.ie:::~;:..·. .;.·.,....:..;..:...;..~__;,_ _ _ __
"another Y AF front group.'' ... ..........:........~:........_ _ _ _,_............,
Martin's main evidence· is" that •
the directors of YAF are also the·
AIGR's directors; - · . ·: · - " · · ·
Teague, however, den~es AIGR
is a "front group" :for anyone and
says the group plans tc) 'expand
its board of directors~' to include
members of various political be- ,
-liefs. ·
'
. . , ....

Sen. Joseph Montoya (D-NM) is busy looking into "nepotism" and "incompetence" in the War on Poverty in New
Mexico.
It will be in the best interests of the state and the poverty
program if Montoya is able to uncover genuine wrongdoings
* * *
and make criticisms resulting in concrete improvement.
I should say, no, but rather that
~ut it would be a good idea for the senator to make certhe dominoes have not fallen because of the extremely nationaltain his own shirttails are sparkling clean before he launches
istic aspirations of the various
into attacks on others, deserving though they maf be.
countries of the Middle East.
A reliable source in the Department of Agriculture relates
* * *
Now let us turn to Southeast
that Little Joe put on considerable presssure to have his
Asia. It can be argued that the
brother, Tom, appointed head of the anti-poverty Concerted
distinguishing feature of the current conflict is that of agression
Services Project in Sandoval County a little over a year ago.
by North Vietnam against South
The department reportedly said nothing doing. But the
Vietnam. Let us look at this reasenator intensified the pressure. The department eventually
soning in terms of the Middle
East. If Egypt were divided in
wound up creating a special job for brother Tom-the oniy
two halves, do you believe that
assistant director of the Concerted Services Project in the
* * *
* * *
Perhaps your main contention
There is one other point I feel I Nassar would, should, or could'
country.
in the article and the one to which must touch on before closing, that peacefully ignore the division
Tom quit that post eariy :this year to campaign for John I take greatest exception is that being your contention that the given his nationalistic d.rives?
because King Faisal is anti-com- "domino theory is as applicable in Quite obviously it would be 1mpos·
Burroughs.
munist that we in the U.S. should · this area (the Middle East) as it sible for him to do so. Let us not
For the record, Sen. Montoya says that he had nothing go out and whole heartedly em- is in Southeast Asia . • !' I fllrget our own Civil War where
brace him despite his views a'nd .could not agree with you more one section of the country decided
to do with Tom's appointment to the Sandoval post, and that policies
on other matters. If I had heartily. A close look at the Mid-· it did not wish to live under the
his brother landed the job on his own initiative, with the help to point out the single greatest die
East will show exactly the standards of the rest of the country. Is the situation in Vietnam
of Sen. Clint Anderson and Rep. Tom Morris.
so very different if viewed in
The senator also has been highly critical of the Univerterms of the nationalism of Ho
Chi Mihn rather than in terms
sity of New Mexico's Center of Community Action Services,
of the "world communist movecharged with assisting Community Action Projects around
ment?"
Of course, Ho is commuthe state.
nist, but, I believe, only secondly.
by
But what about Red China'?
Montoya blasted the UNM program for hiring ex-Peace
Dee Masters
Isn't
this perhaps the supreme
Corps volunteers as community development workers, instead
test of her theory of wars of naBeing
adverse
to
reviewing
a
gaps;
the
cut,
the
dissolve,
the
of "professionals."
film that ends its run before the wipe, fading, and use of filmic tional liberation?
• * •
Community development being the new field that it is, ex- review appears I am reviewing time. A cut, the simplest technothing. Instead, I've gone into nique, instantly changes from one
I
can
only
answer by asking,
Peace Corps volunteet·s are the closest thing to professionals some of the techniques used in shot to the next. The dissolve where are the Chinese
troops. The
available. At least they've had two years' practical experi- motion pictures so that the next shows a second shot appearing U.S. has the only large contingent
film you see will be utterly ruined, under the first and becoming of non-Vietnamese troops in Vietence in the business.
You will compulsively recognize more distinct; the first shot slow- nam, and I might add, by our own
More interestingly, UNM relates that Montoya sent down techniques which are totally ir- ly disappears. A wipe tears the estimates we have four times as
two men himself with recommendations for employment by . relevant·'to enjoyment of the film. • first shot off, leaving the second many of our troops in South VietA motion picture is composed shot visible. A fade involves the nam as does North Vietnam. Of
t}ecenter.
basically of two parts: video and light intensity of the first shot course the Chinese support the
They were Ralph Rae], who sought the field position in audio-sight and sound. We'll falling to zero and that of the Vietcong, just as we support peosecond shot then zising to norm.
ple fighting in causes we believe
Guadalupe County, and Bob Martnez, who wanted to work in stick to the sight aspect.
in.
Filmic
time
uses
the
camera
San Miguel County.
A camera takes . photographs to show, i.e., a candle burning
If, then, the war in Vietnam is
The university turned them down, even though they bore (frames) in series at regular in- in a matter of seconds or pages ·primarily a civil war fought pritorn from a calendar. This marilv for nationalistic reasons,
recommendations from Sen. Montoya. The senator has been tervals. A projector flashes them being
shows
a passage of time greater where then is your domino theory?
on a screen at the rate of sixteen
heaving lightning bolts at the UNM program ever since.
It hardly follows that the Vietthan actuality,
(16 mm) or more frames peT seccong are going to procede to atAU
of
the
techniques
(but
Montoya also charged that there are no training programs ond. This produces, through an mostly the cut) are used in mak- tack
Tailand (sic), although Thai
under the War on Poverty in the state. A check showed that after-image on the optic nerve, ing a film's most important tech- national may be encouraged .to do
nique-montage. Montage, struc- · so. Is China going to send guerilthere ar~ approximately 1,800 persons in training programs an illusion of continuity.
turally speaking, is the juxtaposi~ las into Cambodia?
at the present time. One would think that the senator would
Next to the frame, the shot is
Even if all the countries of SE
tion of shots so that their se- ·
the smallest unit of the movie. It quence builds toward some idea. · Asia .do turn communist !Jo you
have access to this readily available information.
A check with the New Mexico OEO found that the senator is a portion of the film where The pro.:l"Uction of a concept ·or·· believe that they will become mere ..
sensation through the mutual iin~ · puppets' of China?_ U so. you are .
has in fact been sent this information, and that a good deal there is no time or place discon- pact
of other concepts or··serisa~ ignoring the entire tide of nationtinuity. When the hero flys to
of the time of the small Santa Fe OEO office is spent in ·Paris
tiona is the end ·of montage: "It alistit"thtoughout the world, .
and the camera doesn't folkeeping the Congressional delegation posted on devleop- low him for all seven hours of you are shown an· American 'SUn• · · I hav~ rambled way too long. l
· ning himself while eating. candy, sha1I close by merely ~affinning
ments.
·r
the flightt there is both a time then cut to a shot of a child from my disagreement with your edi·
It's therefore somewhat difficult to figure out what the sen- and place discontinuity. There are . another nation who is starving, lorial. ·, · · · · · - ' : · ·
then
fade
to
a
sign
saying
.,look
:
Mr.
'Lindsay,
you
·
were,
quite
ator is up to. Could it be that Ws at least partly a result of several methods of bridging these
·into the Peace COJ'JIS/~. fO.~ ,haye. }limply,,ablll>lutely correc.t.
Montoya's setback at the polls in the May primary, when
Sincerely, .
.
. seen a point made by...uae Of..mon... •
Chamber Orchestra
tag!!... The addltiolC:Of: a•··radfir : . .
Jon Clark, PCT
Montoya forces suported John Burroughs for Governor?
'pla;v:!ng.:~I~~ ~;Big.;::_'\'fi!Je.:.~:.. : · ..... · U. New Mexico·
Could it be that the senator hopes a little bombast on the
derful World'' nex~the- Amer• • •
War on Poverty will win back some voter support on the
· ical} iiruUn~,Y&:oCthli=elilH~:' :CEi. no~: My editorial did not ·
'·their. respective places, makes 1t ~dvocate _.supporting "any gov~
·home front?
-Mark Acuff, The New Mexican

New Group Seeks
To Oppose NSA

Reciewer's ·Notebook

Summer Concert
In Union, July 23

.

COFFEE AGAIN.
For the campus earlybirds, 7 a.m. classes are bearable,
due to the Union's 6:30 a.m. opening hour. But what about
that short break before the 8 :10 class. What is a coffee
addict to do?
Somebody, at some time, thought of this for there is a
coffee dispensing machine in the corridor in MitcheJI hall.
1Every morning at 8 :02, the caffein craver stumbles down
the stairs, over to the mute machine, deposits his coin,
presses the button of his choice, and waits. Nothing happens.
He tries again. Still nothing.
S~metimes he cries a little, but there is no time for a trip
to the Union. He faces another hour of class before the next
cup of cotfee. It wouldn't be so bad, but the machine had been
lighted up, and it had clicked promisingly . . • and then
nothing.
"
It had been the sa.me the day~before, a.nd the day before
that. But the machine is always promisingly lighted up.
• Why don'~ they .(w..hoeve.r they may be) :fill it, fix it, or
JUst unplug t~'llt.wou.'la'b~'OU.this · ..
·early
morning motwat1on.
. -~.. .
.
"'-·

The New. Mexico Chamber
Orchestra, under the direction of
Dr. Kurt Frederick, will present a
summer concert at the University
of New Mexico on Saturday, July
23.
The concert will be at 8:15p.m.
in the Ballroom of the SUB. There
is no admission charge; and the
public is cordially invited.
The program includes "Overture to the Impresario" by Cimarosa; "The Birds" by Respighi;
Mozart's "Symphony No. 31 in
D Major'' the 11Paris Symphony;"
and the "Variations on a Rococo
Theme" by Tschaikovsky. Soloist
for the final work will be Dorothy
Kem.pter, cellist and wife of Prof.
Dale Kempter, UNM cellist and
professor of strings.
Other concerts platmed by the
orchestra for later in the year in13, Dec. 1.

· a · simultaneous montage - a ernment which declares itself to
montage of the ideas derived from be anti..Comniunilit.". :And I most •
s~ots and sounds with them. Sec- · heartify • agree' • with · you; '.Mr. •
. o~dary montag!. uses length o~ Clark, that .. Linds«y's, action in :·
s]lots,.•content ,of. shoU~,. ani\. .tbe New Yotk':W(I.ll' a: ·:~s'tUr~.~')'c".";:
· effect of ·sound to generate the '
· ·'
·
·
·
'·desired effect. There, .are • many
. other types of montage· - one
: o£ the more interesfing one's be: Ink ideological montage. This type.
J
; uses an elemept, in t"~ 1i\tQ; tbqt
·crashes with a concept forming
'
:part of the observer's .ideology.
: :Excellent. examples:·.oc these
In an effott to k~eP 'per11ons
.:te_phniq,ues may be found not ontroin walking across the m:at~s,,. . ,
•ly· in motion pictures but also on
Klia:iali decided at its meeting
:tli'e 'television.· Especialli'·skillfu).
oii Saturday .to fine· each i)er~
..
:a~:e the techniques shown in contson :found guilty of' the offense. '·
:ml!rcials, which are usually far
one dollar, s~arting nex,t l.rhur11~
This has been a standing ~ule ·
:better directed and filmed than
of the University for some time
:tJie programs.
past'. Enforcement has been lax · ·
.. '
in' the last few years, and tli~ ·
:This Week at the Union for one
' action of Khatali is only put- :
. tliin dime.:.',~ ... ·... . ....~:.
·~.'<)
til'lg riew teeth {n' an· old .rut~•.·
11
, ~'Ivarrhoe" and. Gt~:vs and Doll!!.''
The names of offenders will be
Two separate movies.
turned 'in to the business office;'
• '"Guys and Dolls" has great
and . fines will be llsse~tsed _
music and . is great fun •.. ,
. ·
through that office. • • •
•
(New 'Mexico Lobo, Wednes~
Friday at the t:1nion:·· .·
rlay, Feburary 24, 1937)' .. ,
''Fall of the Roman. Empire~.k....,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.

Interviews Set :.For ·-~ .:_
'
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Teaching· PQsJ,ti9ns.,~~·~~·

Walking on Grass
Tc)'.Be Penaliied,··
.Warns Khatair
.

.

At Session's End

.
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The Zimmerman Library will
be closed from Aug, 22 through
September, David 0. Kelley, head
librarian announced recently. The
library will be closed so that
books may be transferred into the
new addition before fall semester.
"There will be no service from
the Library at all during this
period,' 'stated Kelly. "We advise
those needing books and materials
to check them out prior to Aug,
22," He said that period would
be used for "the actual, heavy
moving."
"Limited Service"
Kelly also said that the period
from Sept. 5 to Sept. 19 would
be "limited service, sort of a
shakedown for two weeks while
we get things in gear." On and
after Sept. '19, the Library will
be open for full service.
The addition is four-stories tall
and in the shape of a "T" with
the stem of the "T" adjoining the
stacks of the original building.
The main entrance to the enlarged Library will be on the
south side of the building and
admittance w.ill be through turn- '
stiles. The entrance lobby entry
will be two-story in height; each
floor will have nine-foot ceilings.
Except for the lounge an~ information centers on each floor,
the new portion of the building
will be carpeted. The top floor
will be ·devoted to the social sciences; the second floor to the humanaitii!Si the basement to sciences and engineering; while the
ground floor will be general reference.
Study Areas
All floors will have study areas
-an area for browsing or pleasure reading, and individual study rooms-called carrels-for the
faculty.
Behind the scenes, as it were,
are librarians' offices, and room
for library staff to process new
volumes and handle the work of
the library. The lighting is new
and high-powered, the building is
air-conditioned, and an unusual
feature is that allfioors open into
the present stack area of the
library.
John Tatshl, UNM professor
of art, has designed and built
an unusual inner mural, three
stories high, which can be seen
as one goes from floor to floor.
The mural depicts the history of
written symbols and language
through all recorded history. Included in the mural is a replica
of the Rosetta Stone.
Increased Capacity .
- The seating of the new part

.
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ONE ELEVEN SHIRT SERVICE
111 HARVARD SE

·~

PHONE 2.42·512A

If your clothes are becoming to youthey should be coming to us.

Schroeder-Wilson Pharmacy
3100 Central Ave, E. at Richmond

C. WOODROW WILSON (Owner)

MENS & LADIES TOILETRIES
Week days 8 a.m. to 9.p.m,
Sundays 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. & 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Opell most Holidays
Free Delivery

-

255-5581

Complete Selection of -

BASKET WARE - PLACE MATS
RATTAN BIRD CAGES
& PLANTERS
INTERIOR DECORATIONS
BRASS WARE- MOCCASINS

PATIO FURNITURE
Many Other Items to Choose From
.]

Open 8 A.M. to I0 P.M. Every Day·
Including Sunday

30 I Romero NW

247-4402

We need peopl~. who Want Immediate job- involvement, interesting ·work, an outlet for
creative ideas, and an excellent opportunity for advancement.
w~ ~~nt to 'tdlk 'with above average senior students who are majoring in the following
academic fields:

BIOLOGY
ENGLISH
JOURNALISM

HUMANITIES
LANGUAGES
PHILOSOPHY .

ECONOMICS
HISTORY

PUBLIC HEALTH
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

POLITICAL SCIENCE
SOCIAL SCIENCES
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY:
MATHEMATICS

July 20, 1966

.--.~."01.1l"\\\S'41l
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Interviews will be conducted on:

Ul

.

One-Day Service on Shirts
Quality Dry Clt;laning
e Alterations

e

We are going to eradicate syphilis in the United States.

..

. . . . . . . ,.

Read the Want Ads

VENEREAL DISEASE BRANCH - COMMUNICABLE DISEASE CENTER

Th.e to11o~ng is!' l.~st~f,..sc~~~:"
~
uled • 'l'aacher Intel'VleWII· wlilcli
wiU be held at the Placen)eJJt C~~-..
' .
tet during.·the month of July.- ' ,
Mr. David, 'JI· .Jackson,)~ea,~:~'
mister of tlie $anfa l'e.l!'reparatoey School, Santa Fe, New MexSwims~i+~ ~:
ico; will be. intetvi.fi!~ng E~gl~$h.,
mltth1 science and histoey teacher& on Monday, July 18; from 9 :Ob
a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.
to :4 :3U p.m. . · .. . , ·
:&Jr. Jloyd ,K,ing, ,Direc~~ .. C)f
Placement at the Kansas State
Teacher College, Emporia, Kah- ·
sas~ will be interViewing College ·
English, College Psychology ~nd
College Second~rY., · .lllduc~ti!)n..
teachers on Wednesday, July 20,,
. .... .. ,
from 9:00a.m; to 11:30 a.m.' and
1:00 p.m. to 4:30 P·~· .
·.. ·
If you are interes.ted 1n Sl!bedFree Parking-Rear Entrance
uling for the above . interviewlj, .
please stop by the Placement de~·:
2904 Central; SE
ter (Bldg. T-10).
..__ _..._ _ __
~.q

e

reserve rooms. In volume space
the shelving will accommodate
approximately 650,000 volumes.
The new Zimmerman Library
will have approxiamtely 100,000
sq,uare feet of space.

UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

~trime·r
dr'fiss.es ·
.
••

of Zimmerman Library, ;\Yiii be
827; the old portion 11eats 805.
Total seating capaicty will be
1 632. The old portion ·of the Lib~ary has 204,900 feet of shelving; the new adds 229,230 for a
total og 434,220, This does not
include special collections and the

Career Opportunity

""r ••• • • •

.

'·
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RepubJica~'s Retreat library to Close

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Lindsay Defended

NEW MEXICO LOBO

-unJl'

Mill,

nt'm, entitled,

Canyon'' nt·c making ap(Continucd On Page :l)

••• ,.••A\.:,mnng Show."
union Ballroom, 8 p.m. No
chat•gc.
Friday, July 29~Summct• Film
Fare,. "Gontl are the Days/'
SUB Theater, 6 and 8 p.m.

<V

'

.

·~--------------------~-----·----,--=·;

Friday, July 1$, 1966

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Compus
Briefs
Dr. and Mrs. Hoyt T:rowbridge,
416 Hermosa Dr. SE, have returned from a two week trip combining business, and pleasure.
Dean of the Unive1·sity of New
Mexico College of Arts and Sci·
ences, D~-. 'l'1·owbi·idg·e attended
the Bell Telephone summer meetino· for educators at its New Jer"' Laboratory.
say
The couple also saw their son,
Steve, a Columbia University student in New York City, and their
son·in-law and daughter, Prof.
and Mrs. F, L. Weiss, Averill
Pa1·k, N.Y. They visited Mrs.
Trowb1•idge's mother, Mrs. H. G.
Hayden in LaCrosse, Wis.
Dr..Tohn Green, UNM professor of physics and astronomy will
leave in August for Aleppo, Syria,
where he will lecture during the
1966-67 school year.
The UNM professor is making
the trip to the Middle East under
a grant from the U.S. Department
of State's Bureau of Educational
and Cultural Affairs. It is part of
an international educational exchange program set up under the
Fulbright·Hays Act.

ReagHh ·selected
By Campus Poll
(Continued from Page 1)
have enough support to pull off
any major victOI·ies,
The Democrat lead in voter
registration would defeat the Republicans wrote a senior in government. He also feit that the
conservative-liberal split in California was still deep,
The greatest single factor in
the election appeared to be Reagan's pmfession, which seveml
felt would automatically eliminate him.
· The LOBO's next poll will have
a local angle. Students are asked
to express their views on the current Summer Session set up, by
answering the following question:
Do you feel there is any room fo1•
improvement in UNM's present
summer school curricula? Fo1·ms
wnr continue to be located at the
SUB information desk.

Meyer Stresses
Recreation Value
(Continued from Page 1)
idea of leisure to the working
man was rest, the. modern idea
has leisure and accent on movement. The American has time,
money ,and energy that he wants
to spend.
A breakdown of the recreational dollar shows that 14 and one
half billion dollars is spent on
travel. This figure can be increased to over 20 billion when
money spent for clothes, sporting
goods, and material associated
with travel and vacations are
added on.
There are tremendous increases
on all forms of entertainment,
from books and the theater to
car racing and football.
Rhythm Suggested
As far as the role of recreation toward the individual, Dr.
Meyer said, "There is a definite

Speech on London
Begins New Week

UPolice ~xplain Parking Problem
(Continued from Page 1)
cers last week by a woman who
left her car . park~d in the shade
of a tree, though it was a no parking zone. It seems she had a dog

in her car. The dog's Qwner had
rece11tly died and the dog was in
a state of depression, The shade
seemed to make it feel better. Or
so she said.

(Continued from Page 1)
Fish Ma~·ket.
Mt'. Gowan was born in Minesota and educated at the University of Toronto and at Oxford. He
has worked in Canada, England,
Iceland, and Austl•ia. ·
"Ivanhoe" Presented
On Tuesday, July 19, at 6 and
8 p.m. the UNM Summer Fare
will Pl'esent the third in its series
of movie classics, "Ivanhoe," The
film stars Robert Taylor, Joan
Fontaine, and Elizabeth Taylor
and is based on Sir Walter Scott's
world-famous novel.
Bridge lessons will be offered
Wednesday, July 20, from 7 to
10 p,m. in the Lobo Room of the
Student Union.
Bowling Scheduled
A father-son bowling tournament is scheduled in the Student
Union Games Room also for Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. ·
Folk song enthusiasts will be
happy to hear that the UNM
Summer Hootenanny Sing Out
wili be held Thursday, July 21,
at 8 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom. There is no admission
charge for the sing out.
On Friday, July 22, the Student Union Theater will present
"Guys and Dolls" at 6 and 8
p.m. The film stars Marlon Brando and Jean Simmons.

BOOKS
NEW

great savtngs

THE BOOKCASE
2608 CENTRAL SE

VISIT
INTER-TRIBAL
INDIAN
CEREMONIAL
AT
Gallup, New Mexico
Special One-Day Bus Tour
Leaves
6 A.M., August 13
CALL

~(t:,-),~0~~
~g~~~~
<!)

2212 Central SE
Phone 243-6749

RIGHT ACROSS CENTRAL
FROM THE UNIVERSITY

need to establish a Thythm be-

tween work and recreation
throughout the entire life span."
Recreation besides relieving
boredom, which is consideered by
some experts to be one of the
major ills of society, helps to provide physical therapy and mental
therapy to the individual.
"Adults are just now beginning
to realize the importance of recreation in their lives.'' said Meyer.
He issued a challenge to the citizens of the latter half of the
twentieth century to accommodate and integrate the need and
pressure of recreation into everyday life.

dreaming
about
your future?

then stop!
Here's a once in a lifetime
opportunity for adventure and
challenge.
A civilian career with the
Army Recreation or Library
Program in Europe or the Far
East.
If you are single, a U.S. citizen and have a degree in

Recreation

Social Science

Arts and Crafts
Dramatics or

library Science
WRITE FOR A BROCHURE

SPECIAL SERVICES SECTION

IRCB

BEFORE SAILING FORTH

'

Pre-marriage Class
At Catholic Center
A pre-Cana conference consisting of pre-marriage instructions
for engaged Catholic couples in
the Albuquerque area will be held
at the UNM Newman Center,
1815 Las Lomas, Rd. NE, July
31, August 1 and 2.
Father Thomas Flynn, Newman
Center staff member, said that
this pre-Cana conference is the
only one planned for the summer
in Albuquerque. Catholic Church
rules require pre-marital instructions.

Stuffs of solid worth at smallest profit!
A largish selection of small things!
Good garments for the well-rounded
navigator of fashion!

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65e-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
rrw,,t; bo sUbmitted by noon. on d11y betore
publication to Room 159, Student Publi~a
tiona Building, Phone 271-4002 or 277-4102,
FOR SALE
HUMIDIFIER. floor model. Enjoy sleepIng in the winter. Save heat. One year
old•. $35. Weinberg, 268-472lf or ext. 4309.
HOUSE for sale: 4 bedroom, den, playroom: 7 min. to UNM. Call Dr. Kramer,
2621 or 256o3BG2.
PERSONALS
SANDALS--today's look , • , yesterday's
nostalgia • • • tomorrow's flair. That's
SAND and SUN Sandals on OLD TOWN
PLAZA, the "IN" Sandal Shop With you
in mind. Men's and ladles. Sand and Sun,
201 Romero NW on t.istorie Old Town
Plaza. Dial 2411-7909. (8 Ins.)
.
LADY w1111ta girl or woman-good eharactel---to allare SE 2 bedroom apt; Air
conditioned. 256·7629,
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University male students may
attend auditions at 2:00p.m., Sunday for the Albuquerque Light
Opera Workshop production of
"Guys and Dolls.''
The auditions will be held at
113 Alvarado NE. For further
information, contact Mrs. Ann
O'Malley, 299-0838.

EXICOLOBO

Friday, July 22, 1966

In a 39 to 5 decision, lJNM -students voted this week th~t they
felt there was room for improvement in the Summer Session program as it is presently set up.
Reasons ranged from the unprintable to the well-thought-out.
The biggest single complaint
among students was the numbel'
of classes being offered. Most felt
that there were not enough.
More Classes Asked
"I feel more classes should be
added and UNM should try to get
mo1·e visiting professors," said
one student, who also added that
he would like to see the "free l'efill policy" begun again at the
SUB.
A graduate student suggested
that more summer night classes
be offered ;for the graduate students. "Many departments either
do not have the staff or are unwilling to teach courses which are
useful to the graduate students,"
charged another.
The time element was mentioned by a few students. Some
felt classes started too early.
"Math 163 at 6:40 a.m. is ridi~
culous," pointed out one student.
Conflict Cited
Not only the earliness of some
classes but the conflict among
others was found in fault by some.
"Classes are inadequately planned
-hours that classes are offered
arc frequently in conflict," complained a student.
"The choice of courses must
be fo1• a first semester freshman
-anyone more advanced will have
(Continued on Page 4)

UNM Holds Clinic
For Cheerleaders
A cheerlcadel'S clinic sponsored
by the UNM Athletic Department
has attracted 235 high school
cheerleaders from 47 schools in
the state. The clinic, the sixth to
be held in the st..1.te, began Monday and ends today.
The girls are being instructed
by 10 college students mostly from
the Western Athletic Conference
and Southwest Conference schools,
Head instructor is Waltet· Monsour, a gmduate student from
Louisiana State University. UNM
sophomore Michnele Nieves, a
home economics major and member of the Chaparrals, is one of
the instructors.
After the days regular practice
session, the gil'ls pa1·ticipate in
"spirit" competition aild the .winners arc awarded "spirit sticks."
Today, instructors will select the
best cheering squads from each
of the separate school divisions.
The girls have been averaging
about 16 hours of practice a day.

f·'

UGets

Takes Film Tour
Through london
·Over 1000 people watched and
listened last Monday _night as
William Gowan took the "Lecture
Undel· the Stars" audience on a
movie trip th1·ough London.
Hitting the high spots, as well
as the lesser known spots of London, Gowan nanated the tour
without the use of notes. He took
the crowd through the brilliancy
of a Chelsea Flower Show, the
exCitement of a London fire brigade, and the quiet impressiveness of the British Museum.
Yankee Sites
Memorial statues of Lincoln,
Washington and Roosevelt gave a
momentary Yal}kee impression to
the film.
The tour traveled through such
varied locations as Trafalgar
Square, Scotland Yard, Hampstead Heath, the Paddington
Bowls Club, Lambeth Palace,
Buckingham
Palace,
Harrow
School, the Billingsgate Fish Market, and Hyde Park. _
The audience was also treated
to a trip down the Thames to
Greenwich, a tour of the numerous railway -stations (including
the much fictionalized Waterloo
(Continued On Page 4)

Poet To Be Topic
Of Logon Speech

.,

License; I

Reactor Delivered
Nuclear Reactor
Brought toUNM
From Colifornio

I

.Says Kel_ley

Book Mutilation
Is a Real Problem
At UNM Library

A long awaited nuclear reactor
has arrived on the University of
New Mexico campus.
The three-ton, 14-foot high reactor vessel and associated equipment al'l'ived by truck from California Monday.
The new unit will be installed
in the nuclear engineering building on University Ave.
·
The Real Thing
For the first time, graduate
students enrolled in nuclear engineering courses will be able to sit
down at the cont1·ols of an operating reactor and participate
in experiments. Until now, they
had to make do with a sub-critical
reactor and simulation equipment
at the engineering center.
The operating reactor is one
of about twenty built in the late
fifties as training devices for
· schools and colleges. They are
manufactured by Aerojet General
Nucleonics.
To UNM From Berkeley

Dam Bill Meets Opposition
is true. Based on previous experience with the Glen Canyon Dam
in southern Utah, many of the
scenic sig-hts and attractions of
the Grar1d Canyon would be lost
forever. Water held back by
Bridge Canyon would fill canyons
in the National park and cover
with water what took nature and
time, working with the river, millions of years to fashion out of
the l'ock.
The teservoir of the Marble
Canyon dam would destroy many
beautiful sights that are located
in canyons on the Colorado above
the park boundaries. Conservationists are asking that the boundaries of Grund Canyon be increased to include Marble Canyou
and its sights within the national
park.
Color Film
Officiuls of the Sien•a Club,
armed with a color filirt, entitled,
"Glen . Canyon'' are making ap( Continttt'd 011 Pnge 3)

When Zimmerman Library
opens its new addition to the public on Sept. 19, there will "be approximately 650,000 books housed
within the library's walls. Journals, fiction, encyclopedias, textbooks, old books, new books,
square-shaped and rectangular
books will all miraculously make
their way to the proper shelves.
Unfortunately, a considerable
number (library authorities here
have no way of estimating how
many) of these books will, after
they have served their purpose,
either not return, or will return
mutilated.
Is A Real Problem
Book mutjlation is a very real
problem at UNM, despite the fact
that nobody talks about it much.
But oh, the consternation when
one comes to the final page of a
20-page article, only to find that
it's been ripped out.
"It's up to the conscience of the
individual," said UNM LibraTian

The UN:r.r unit has been in operation at the University of California at Berkeley since 1958. It
was given to UNM without charge
but installation and transportation costs will amount to about
$20,000.
The AGN-201~this unit's of
ficial designation- will take
about a month to install. It must
be inspected . and licensed by the
TEC before the fuel elements will
be released to the University.
Generates One-Tenth Watt
The reactor operates on enriched uranium U-235. It utilizes
about 7% pounds of the material
mixed with polyethylene.
Even though it is an operating
reactor, the power level is quite
small-only 1/10 of a watt.
·. The low power level combined
with heavy shielding makes the
device completely safe for student
use. At the same time, they will
be able to carry out significant research pl'ojects with the new reactor.

John B. Logan, visiting profes:;;or at UNM, will deliver the
fourth "Lecture under the Sta1·s,"
speech Monday night at 8 p.m. at
the south portico of the Administration Building. He Ydll speak
on "Poetry and the Poet."
Logan, a recognized poet in his
own right, will join the faculty
of the State University of New
York this fall as an English professor. He has published a number of poems, fiction pieces, and
ct,itical essays, in publications including "The New Yorker," and
in many literary magazines.
The poet rereived his BA and
MA degrees from the State University of Iowa and has studied
at Georgetown University and
Notre Dame. A well·traveled lecturer, Logan, has given poetry
readings and lectures at about
one hundred colleges and univer·
sities.
During the school year 1965-66,
Logan taught in a modern poetry
workshop at San Francisco State
Wednesday Dance
College. His name is to be among
The Bits and Pieces will perthose in a forthcoming edition of form at a Wednesday night dance,
"Who's Who in the West," Dic- July 27, at 7 p.m. in the Union
tionary of American Scholars.
Ballroom.

By R. EUGBNE STOREY
gation wat<•r and }lower for the
Conservationists and the United CX!lttndill!~ Southwest. The Marble
States Bm•eau of Heclamation nrc and Bridg<• Canyon projedH ltl'l\
drawing battlelines in prC>pamtion l1,1st ]mrts of this long rangC' profor the fight over House Bill Num- gram.
ber 4671 1 which should rcnch the
Gain SUtlJlort
Floor of the House of Iteptescmtnunder the
Conset·vationists
tives in mid-August. The hili leadership of the nation:tlly known
which has nlrcady pnsscd out of Sierra Club are desperately trythe House Insular Alfuirs Com- ing to rally support in an nttemP,t
mittee by a natrow murgin would to def<!at the money nuthoriza·
authorize the spending of Goifet·n- tion bill. Opponents claim that
mcnt funds ;fot· two dams on the even though the dams would be
Colorado River,
located otttside the boundaries of
The dams, one in· Mat·ble Canyon the Grand Canyon Natio11nl Park,
above Grand Canyoh and one in water baclwd up by tho proposed
Bridge Canyon which is below the dams would destroy canyon comGrand Canyon National park arc plexes both inside und outside the
planned to hole! back wnter for snnduat·y of the park. 'l'hcit• point
the conversion to power. They m•c is that the park was set asicle to
part of a long range complex of preserve lh<l natural wonders and
dams on the Colorado River which beauty or Gmnd Canyon and that
was begun in the HJ30's. 'rhe dnm the dams would violate this sanctcomphtl{ inchtdes Bolclet' Dam, uary.
Parker Dam, Davis Dam 11nd th<~
Unfortunately, the conservumost recent Glen Canyon Dam.
tionists' p!'cdiction of doom for
They wet•c built to provid(l ini- tlw <•nnyon if the rlnms m·c built
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Campus 'Lecture' Crowd

USED

UStudents Needed
For "Guys and Dolls"

l

David Kelley in an interview with
the LOBO last week. He said that
he's been with the uni~ersity for
17 years, and it appears to him
that the amount of mutilation is
(Continued On Page 4)

Students Dig Up
Ancient Pueblo
On a sun-baked plateau six
miles southeast of El Rito, New
Mexico, 40 to 50 students from
various universities are excavating parts of Sapawe Pueblo under
the direction of Dr. Florence H.
Ellis of the UNM anthropology
department.
The students earn 6 credit
hours for six weeks of the summer field session. The session this
year included an eight day trip
through New Mexico, Colorado
and Arizona where they visited
Mesa Verde, Chaco and other Indian ruins and habitations.
Largest Pueblo
Sapawe Pueblo, which covers
26 acres, is the largest adobe wall
pueblo found in the Southwest. It
was occupied by Tewa·speaking
Indians from about 1425 A.D. to
1550 A.D. or late1', thus overlapping the Spanish exploration
period in New Mexico. These approximate dates have been established by pottery and pollen dating methods.
Dr. Ellis said that originaliy a
large gl·oup of Indians built their
homes around one plaza and later
other groups came and added
other plazas until there were
(Continued On Page 4)

Summer Enrollment
Is Up By 5Per Cent
Midway th1·ough the Summer
Session, registration has topped
the 4,800 mark. This is nearly a
.five percent increl.lse over last
year's registration.
Enrollment is expected to pass
5,000 with the statt of a number
of three and foul' week workshops.
The figure inclttdcs some 580 pewpia l'cgistered fol' pre·scssion
workshops dul'ing the early part
of .June.
Registration for the 1965 Sum111!'1' Session was 4,016.

KUNM Approved,
To Start Sending
Eorly in October
UNM's FM radio station has
received a construction permit
from the Federal Communications
Commission in Washington. The
permit came in response to an
application by the nine·member
UNM radio board, filed March 3.
They asked for and received
permission to build and opero.)e
an FM station operating on an
assigned frequency of 90.1 megacycles with an effective radiated
power of 3700 watts.
Harry Joseph, hired as manager
of the present student radio station in February, said that the
equipment for the FM operation
already has been let to bid pending receipt of the permit. (Collins
Radio Company will supply the
transmitter.)
Replaces KNMD
Since 1959, the University
radio station has been operating
on an AM signal transmitted ovel'
the .campus power lines. It's call
letters have been KNMD.
Joseph said the AM operation
will cease when the new station
goes on the air. "We have applied
for the call letters KUNM" t'he
station manager said, "and as far
as we can tell, the FCC should
grant our request."
The new FM operation should
be ready to go on the air by
October 3. According to present
plans, KUNM will sign on at 2
p.m. and broadcast until midnight.
There are presently four FM
stations operating in the Albuquerque a1·ea. The Albuquerque
Public Schools operate a low pow'er Fl\f outlet which provides educational materials for in-school
use.
$19,000 Budget
The KUNM operating budget
provided by the Associated Students General Fund amounts to
(Continued on Page 3)

G. A. Rutherford
Submits Low Bid
George A. Rutherford Inc., was
the apparent low bidder for construction of a large addition to
the University of New Mexico
Biology Building.
Five proposals were opened
Tuesday afternoon (July 12) by
the University. The Rutherford
bid was $1,693,870.

WEEK'S EVENTS~
Monday, July 25-Lectute
Under the Stal's, John Logan,
"Poett•y and the Poet.'' 8 p.m.
in front of Administration
Building.
~·~
Tuesday, July 26-Summer
Fare Film Classic, "Mark of
Zorro." SUB Theater, 6 and 8
p.m.
Wednesday, July 27-Chil:lren 's movies. Union Ballroom,

1 p.m.

Thm:sday, July 28-Summer
Fare Foreign Films., "Ballad
of a Soldier.'' SUB Theater, 6
and 8 p.m.
Sunnnei' Fare Puppet Show,
''The Larry Reehling Show."
Union Balh•oom, 8 p.m. No
charge.
Friday, July 29-Summcr Film
Fart!, "Gone at·e the Days.''
SUB Tlteater, 6 and 8 p.m.
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